
Radi8’s one-of-a-kind Rad+ feature offers new and innovative loyalty 
coins and bonus ecosystem across all Radi8 games. With Rad+, 
operators will improve engagement and lifetime value of players.
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HOW RAD+ WORKS

* Radcoins and Boosters can be used across
all Rad+ featured games

Earn Radcoins by betting

Play any Radi8 game

Radcoins can be used 
for Boosters96

Radcoins are earned across all Radi8 
games as player wagers in-game. 

Players’ Radcoins can be accessed 
across all Rad+ games

RADCOINS

We give out Free Spin Boosters to players
Spin Boosters give players a chance to win without using 

any money and they can be used on any Rad+ game

SPIN BOOSTERS

Spin Booster
Spin Booster plays a round of the 
regular base spin of the game and can 
trigger a bonus play
Auto Free Spin feature available in 
'Your Boosters' section of control panel

Lite Spin Booster
Fastest access to a 
Spin Booster
Quick to earn for 
smaller pockets

Super Spin Booster
Super Spin Booster triggers an in-game 
bonus play feature
All Super Spin Boosters payout on an 
average of 30x
Number of free spins depends on game
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Wild Booster

Wild boosters give players’a chance  to win with higher 
payout but requires a bet amount from the player’s wallet.

WILD BOOSTERS

Wild Booster gives at least 
one Rad+ Wild symbol
Wild Booster cannot trigger 
a bonus play

Super Wild Booster
Super Wild Booster triggers 3 spins 
in a row and 3 spins for the price of 
one
All Super Wild Spin Boosters payout 
on average 30x

Boost your 
Radcoins

A gateway for new 
players to increase 
their chances of 
buying boosters 
faster

Most popular

The most accessible 
box for the players 
to receive free spins 
and cash

High reward

A chance for 
players to win big, 
made for players 
who seeks big 
payouts

Big pay day

Designed for big 
bettors, a chance in 
winning the big 
prize in cash.

Use Radcoins to open the all new Loot Boxes for guaranteed 
prizes. Loot Boxes reward players with a collection of prizes 

that include Radcoins, boosters and cash

There are 4 types of Loot Boxes, Quick Box, Plus Box, Luxury 
Box and Jackpot Box for players to get more from playing!

LOOT BOXES

$500 $?

Radcoin cost Radcoin cost Radcoin cost Radcoin cost

Max prize Max prize Max prize Max prize



Game History

Players can check their game history of 
bets and wins throughout their game 
lifetime, including Radcoin spending 

history

Notification Centre

Summary List View Detail View
- Messages

Detail View
- News

Currently supports English, Simplified Chinese, Traditional 
Chinese, Russian， Vietnamese, Thai and Indonesian.
New languages may be added on request.

Earn milestone rewards and level up to get exclusive benefits 
like earning more Radcoins faster. There are a total of 8 levels 

for players to attain. All Level Up points and progress will 
carry over across all Radi8 games so you can continue your 

reward road journey across Radi8 games.

LEVEL UP

Radcoin Status Boost is an effect when a 
player reaches Level 5. There are 4 Status 
Boost Levels, I, II, III and IV. These Boost 

effects increases the speed of earning 
Radcoins. These effects will not be remove 

when Level Up Season is refreshed.

RADCOIN  STATUS BOOST

Players will receive Radcoins and Boosters as 
rewards as they Level Up. Rewards wil auto-

matically credit into players’ account.

REWARDS

Players will gain Level Up Points with every 
wager in Radi8 games.

LEVEL UP POINTS

* Rewards and Level Up milestones are 
customisable




